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Split Collar & Sensor Install GuideSplit Collar & Sensor Install Guide

Split-Collar inside diameter should match the Yoke outside diameter for proper fit. The yoke must maintain a 
constant position to allow the magnets inside the Split-Collar to reliably pass directly under the end of the sensor.
Split-Collar inside diameter should match the Yoke outside diameter for proper fit. The yoke must maintain a 
constant position to allow the magnets inside the Split-Collar to reliably pass directly under the end of the sensor.

Certain rear end housing types such as the Strange Ultra case has a threaded bore 5/16”x24 for the sensor; 
no external bracket is required to hold it in place.
Certain rear end housing types such as the Strange Ultra case has a threaded bore 5/16”x24 for the sensor; 
no external bracket is required to hold it in place.

Each gap should be the same after tightening cap screws.Each gap should be the same after tightening cap screws.

Magnetic Sensor & Lead Wire AssemblyMagnetic Sensor & Lead Wire Assembly

Sensor has a .5” OD. Max.Sensor has a .5” OD. Max.

Mounting Bracket *Mounting Bracket *

The gap between the end of the
 sensor and radius of the collar 
should be .065”.

The gap between the end of the
 sensor and radius of the collar 
should be .065”.

* If you can see the bracket deflect when pushing  with fingers, it is not stiff enough. The bracket must be 
made to resist movement from vibration.
* If you can see the bracket deflect when pushing  with fingers, it is not stiff enough. The bracket must be 
made to resist movement from vibration.

Each half of the split collar has a small machine mark, they should be facing in the same direction.Each half of the split collar has a small machine mark, they should be facing in the same direction.

The split collar is 3/8” thick.The split collar is 3/8” thick.
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